Check all dimensions on site. Any discrepancies are to be reported to the Architect as soon as possible.
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Legend:
- Site Boundary
- Existing Trees / root protection area
- Area or RPA incursion
- 1.8m high close boarded fencing
- Brick wall with double cant brick detail - top of wall is 1.8m (min) above external ground level
- Brick wall with double cant brick detail and black railings over - top of wall is 2.25m (h) above ground floor finished floor level with railings over to achieve 1.8m height overall
- Brick pier with capping piece
- Refuse collection from highway
- Site vehicular entrance
- Site pedestrian entrance

All gates within railings/timber fencing locked - Fob access or key strategy to be agreed where gates need to be opened for fire escape or fire personnel access.

Cycle and refuse stores locked to SBD standards